ST. XAVIER’S SCHOOL, RAJKOT
FIRST SEMESTER SYLLABUS (2021-22)
H.K.G A/B/C/D
Subject
English
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Written
3 letter Words (a,e,i,o,u)
Dictation of 3 letter Words (a,e,i,o,u)
Blanks with vowels (a,e,i,o,u)
Look at the picture and write the correct
word (a,e,i,o,u)
A/An (Pg no. 29 ) from English skill (T.B)
This/That (Pg no. 36,37) from English skill
(T.B)
He/ She/It (Pg. no. 40) from English skill
(T.B)
Opposites (Pg no.35 ) from English skill (T.B)
Gender (Pg. no.34) from English skill (T.B)
One/Many (Pg no.24,25 ) from English
skill(T.B)
Count the object and write the numbers
(Pgno. 39) from English skill (T.B)
Story – The Thirsty Crow from English
skill(T.B) (Pg no. 52)
Yes/No (Pg no. 30) from English skill (T.B)
Pre number concept
Sequence 1 to 100
Sorting
Same or Different
Count & Write ( 1 to 20)
After, before, between, missing
numbers(1 to 50)
Tens & Ones Concept
Number names(1 to 20)
Addition ( 1 to 9)
Table of 1 & 2
Comparing numbers (>,<,=)( 1 to 50)
Backward counting (50 to 1)
Counting in 2s
My Self
Body Parts
Days of the week
Animals
Fruits

➢ Capital A to Z, Small a to z, Aa to Zz
➢ Missing, After, Before, Between, Match
(A to Z , a to z)
➢ A to Z
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Oral
3 letter Words
Sight word (Pg no. 4,5 from
phonic primer reader)
Opposites
Gender

Recognize from 1 to 100
Number names 1 to 20
Backward counting 50 to 1
Table of 1 & 2
Shapes:
Square,Rectangle,
Oval, Triangle, Circle, Cylinder
Semi- Circle, Star, Diamond,
Cone

From My Big World book :
My Body
Good Habits
Good Manners
The Magic words
My Food
My Clothes
My home
Safety at home
Seasons
➢ Phonics (A to Z)
➢ Recognition of letters (A to Z, a
to z)
➢ Vocabulary

Drawing

➢ a to Z
➢ Aa to Zz
➢ Write the first letter for the given pictures.
➢ Coloring page numbers (1 to 20) from
Drawing book
➢ Grafalco Book ( 1 to 15)
➢ Copy the picture from the Grafalco book

Story

The Thirsty Crow from English
Skill Book (T.B. pg. no.52)

Fruits

Animals

Body Parts

Apple
Mango
Banana
Orange
Guava
Grapes

Cow
Cat
Dog
Horse
Sheep
Goat

Eyes
Ears
Mouth
Nose
Legs
Hands
Tongue
Knee

Conversation Question and Answers:
Q-1. Name any five body parts?
Ans. Name of the five body parts are eyes, ears, nose, mouth and legs.
Q-2. How many seasons are there in India?
Ans. In India, there are 5 seasons- summer, winter, autumn, spring and
Monsoon.
Q-3. How many days are there in a week?
Ans. There are 7 days in a week.
Q-4. What do we say when we receive something?
Ans. We say “Thank you”.
Q-5. Which is our national animal?
Ans. The tiger is our national animal.
Q-6. Which is our national bird?
Ans. The peacock is our national bird.
Q-7. Which is your favorite fruit?
Ans. _______ is my favorite fruit.
Q-8. Why should we eat vegetables?
Ans. We should eat vegetables to keep strong and healthy.
Q-9. Which is our national flower?
Ans. The lotus is our national flower.
Q-10. Which animals give us milk?
Ans. Cow, buffaloes and goats give us milk.
Q-11. Which animal is called the king of the jungle?

Ans. The lion is called the king of the jungle.
Q-12. Which animal keep its baby in its pouch?
Ans. The kangaroo keeps its baby in its pouch.
Q-13. Which is the largest water animal?
Ans. The whale is the largest water animal.
Q-14. Which is the largest bird?
Ans. The ostrich is the largest bird.
Q-15. Which is your favourite food?
Ans. My favourite food is _________
Q-16. Which is our national sport?
Ans. Hockey is our national sport.
Q-17 Name any three outdoor games?
Ans. The three outdoor games are _______ ______ and ______.
Q-18. Which festival is called the festival of lights?
Ans. Diwali is called the festival of lights.
Q-19.Who needs water to live?
Ans. All living beings need water to live.
Q-20. From where do get water?
Ans. We get water from lake, sea, waterfall, well, river and rain .
➢

Rhymes

Pat-a-cake
Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake
Baker’sman!
Bake me a cake
As fast as u
can,
Mix it and prick it
And mark it with
B,
And there will be
plenty For baby and
me.
And there will be
plenty For baby and
me.
Mara Prabhuji
Mara Prabhuji nana che,
Duniya bharna raja che
Aabhe chadi ne ubha che,
Mithi bansi bajave che,
Yamuna kinare betha che,
Sagar tat ma suta che,
Pagma janjhar pehriya che,
Chanana chanana nache che.

Every Body Has A
Name
Every Body Has A
NameSome are
different, Some are
same.
Some are long,
Some are short.
All are right,
None are wrong.
I like my name,
It’s special to
me.It’s exactly
who,
I want to feel.
Good Manners
We say “Thank
you”We say
“Please” And
“Excuse me” When
we sneeze.
That’s the way
We do what’s right,
We have manners
We are polite

ME, AN APPLE
If I were an apple
And grew on a tree;
I think I’d drop
downI think I’d drop
down
On a nice boy like me.

Jungle Se Nikle
Jungle se nikle do bhalu
Hath me leke kele aur
aloo
Kele khake, aloo khake
Pet ilake dhoom
machake,
Chale shaher ki aur
Chale shaher ki aur
Ek mota, ek chota
Pet me
kuch kuch hota tha,
Kele khake chilke fekke
Kuch daye,kuch baye
Chilke upar pada pau to
Mota gira dham se
Chale shaher ki aur
Chale shaher ki aur

“LEARNING TODAY, LEADING TOMORROW”

